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CIVIL LIABILITY BILL 2002 
Consideration in Detail 

Resumed from 17 October.   

Clause 9:  Threshold on damages for non-pecuniary loss (general damages) - 

Debate was adjourned after Mr McGowan had moved the following amendment - 

 Page 5, after line 15 - To insert the following - 

  “Amount C” has the meaning given by section 10; 

Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  Will the parliamentary secretary provide a table to demonstrate the outcome of the 
amendment? 

Mr M. McGOWAN:  The amendment will be contained in the substantive Bill when it is passed in this House 
and goes to the upper House.  The Bill will also be available on the Internet and to people who are interested in 
purchasing it from the Government Printer.  It is difficult to give that information to the member now, because it 
has not been prepared in that way.  It is an amendment that sits on the Notice Paper until the Bill is passed in this 
House and proceeds to the upper House.  That is the way in which it works.   

Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  I asked the parliamentary secretary for that information last week, and he gave the 
impression to the House that it would be a simple task to produce it.  I wonder why he cannot produce that 
information today and what he is trying to hide from the public. 

The SPEAKER:  Can the member for Alfred Cove please explain what information she is seeking.  

Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  The changes that will be made to amount A and amount C will have a great impact on 
the community.  I do not think many people are aware that after those changes are made to the amounts that can 
be awarded, $13 000 will equate to only $1 000, and $14 000 will equate to only $2 000, and so on, up to 
$50 000, based on this table.   

The SPEAKER:  Is the member asking for a sliding scale?   

Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  Yes, Mr Speaker.  

Mr M. McGOWAN:   The member is correct.  She did ask me for that information.  I have a chart here, and I 
will get it photocopied and give her a copy.  

Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Assuming that these changes go through, will the Bill in its amended form 
more accurately reflect the threshold and deductible provisions of the Motor Vehicle (Third Party Insurance) Act 
or do the original provisions of this Bill more accurately reflect the provisions of that Act?   

Mr M. McGOWAN:  Both versions are similar to the Motor Vehicle (Third Party Insurance) Act 1943 as 
amended.  The first provision that was presented to the House when the Bill was introduced a couple of months 
ago was not as close to the Motor Vehicle (Third Party Insurance) Act as is the amendment.  The amendment is 
closer in its wording to the motor vehicle insurance Act than is the original Bill. 

Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  As this change to this clause is based on the Motor Vehicle (Third Party Insurance) Act, 
could the parliamentary secretary provide to the House figures for the past five years on the premiums that have 
been collected under the Motor Vehicle (Third Party Insurance) Act, and on what the payouts and the surpluses 
have been?  I believe the community would like to know the dollar differential, including this formula within the 
Bill, because obviously a large sum will go back to the insurance companies and away from the average 
consumers. 

Mr P.G. PENDAL:  I will add to some of the remarks made by the member for Alfred Cove.  I will also go back 
to something that I raised during the second reading debate - a matter that has never been addressed by the 
minister and is the kernel of the issue with which we are dealing now.  I do not have the papers in front of me - 
other members may have - but I make no apology for saying that my attitude to these matters has been altered by 
the solicitor Paul O’Halloran.  Some of the actuarial information on the 1993-94 amendments to the workers 
compensation legislation provided by Mr O’Halloran had a big impact on me.  The parliamentary secretary was 
correct last Thursday when he said that I was one of those members who supported those amendments. 

One good aspect about being an Independent member is that we can change our mind in the light of mistakes we 
believe we have made, which major parties appear to find almost impossible to do.  Mr O’Halloran’s graph - 
again, I rely on memory - indicated that workers compensation was headed for a crisis.  I recall that we were told 
the total profit for all insurers in 1993-94 was about $8 million and that the whole of the workers compensation 
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system would collapse if they could not get out of that nosedive.  They did get out of that nosedive.  The 
argument we have tried to maintain in this new debate is that we overreacted.  In fact, the 1993-94 legislation 
lowered the benefits to workers compensation victims, and subsequently profits for insurers went from about 
$8 million over seven or eight years to about $490 million in two financial years.  The argument posed by the 
member for Alfred Cove by way of questions is relevant to the debate because the amendments to the legislation 
in 1993-94 were made to the detriment of workers and to help take insurers out of that nosedive.  The nosedive 
then corrected itself into a $490 million surplus in 1997-98.  We do not want to make the same mistake again 
with public liability insurance. 
Some members believe the Bill before the House is flawed, not because of the Government’s wanting to favour 
large insurance companies, but because the Government may have been manipulated or conned into supporting 
the major insurance companies.  That is why it was relevant last Thursday for the member for Alfred Cove to ask 
for a graph from the parliamentary secretary.  The graph that has been presented does not help me a lot.  
Ultimately, members will be reluctant to pass a Bill that will lower the benefits to clients and consumers of civil 
liability insurance.  That will potentially turn around the whole economic landscape for large insurers.  Within 
four to five years, the subsequent crisis that occurred with workers compensation might occur with public 
liability insurance.  This is not rocket science.  This is simply my concern, yet nothing that the parliamentary 
secretary has presented to the House reassures me. 
Mr J.H.D. DAY:  Other members have raised the substance of the issue concerning this graph.  My request is 
that it be incorporated into Hansard for the benefit of those who read Hansard, and for the benefit of the record.  
Similar material has been incorporated into Hansard in the past and I believe it will be helpful.   
Mr M. McGowan:  Do you have any other comments? 
Mr J.H.D. DAY:  I am asking that the document be incorporated in Hansard. 
The SPEAKER:  I cannot see any point in not incorporating the document into Hansard, because it has been 
referred to by a number of speakers.  It will be incorporated in Hansard. 
[The following document was incorporated.] 
 

(Threshold applies to general damages but not to economic loss or medical expense heads of damage.) 

Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  We are beginning to go round and round in circles.  I completely support the 
train of questioning by the members for Alfred Cove, Merredin and South Perth.  I do not intend to go over those 
issues again.  It seems we are not going to get anywhere at the moment.  If we cannot get this detailed 
information, will the parliamentary secretary explain how in the future, if this legislation is enacted, we can 
determine what is the impact of this deductible arrangement, both for reduced premiums and costs to the 
insurance companies and also for the impact on claimants and people who are successful in gaining awards?  
How will this information be monitored down the track, and how will it be reported back to the Parliament? 
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Mr M. McGOWAN:  The chart which I provided to the member for Alfred Cove, and which has been circulated 
to other members and was requested by the member for Darling Range to be incorporated in Hansard, relates to 
the threshold and deductible as they apply to general damages and not to economic loss, medical expenses or 
exemplary damages and the rest.  They apply to general damages only.  I want to make that plain before this 
document is incorporated in Hansard and before it is circulated on any other basis. 

The member for South Perth raised various figures that have been circulated by other people in the insurance 
area.  We are dealing with public liability, not workers compensation or motor vehicle accidents.  A range of the 
figures I have been provided with has everything lumped in.  All sorts of profits by insurance companies in all 
sorts of areas have been lumped together to indicate that this insurer is this profitable and, therefore, why are we 
putting these laws in place?  Insurance is a big industry.  As I have said on various occasions, this Government is 
not introducing the legislation for the insurance companies.  There are various sectors of the insurance business, 
and one sector is public liability.  As I presented to the House last week, the best evidence provided by the 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission and the Commonwealth is that the area dealing with 
personal injuries is not doing well for the insurance companies, due to massive increases in costs and claims.  
There was a major disruption to the whole industry around the world following the events of September 11 and 
also in Australia with the collapse of HIH Insurance.  Insurers are pulling out of the market in this area; they are 
not doing it in other areas, such as property damage or any of the other 15 areas of their business.  They are 
pulling out of the market in this area because it is too speculative; it is proving to be a difficult area in which to 
assess future risk.  People are suffering.  I constantly hear people saying, “Do something”, and then they say, 
“Don’t do that.”  We must do something, and we are.  I urge members to not put too much faith in figures 
circulated by outside bodies, because they do not incorporate the administrative costs of running an insurance 
business. 

As I said the other day, insurers across Australia employ between 35 000 and 40 000 people, which is a major 
cost to them, as is the lease or purchase of central business district properties and all their other operating 
expenses.  Those figures do not take into account the long tail of insurance.  For example, an insurance company 
that writes a policy today must be able to meet any expenses of that policy over the next 100 years.  Insurance 
has a long tail and it is difficult to determine what may happen in the future on policies that are written now.  
This matter will be reviewed by the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission on a biannual basis in 
the normal manner.  We have met with the insurance industry to request, urge and cajole it to provide more 
information on, and better responsiveness to, the reforms that we are putting in place.   
Mr P.G. PENDAL:  The parliamentary secretary is right; we are not dealing with workers compensation.  I 
mention workers compensation because I do not want to go down the path - the wrong path - that I was taken 
down nine years ago in debate on another Bill.  The parliamentary secretary says that we should not put too 
much emphasis on figures being circulated, in this case, by the Australian Plaintiff Lawyers Association Ltd.  I 
put a fair amount of credence on those figures because they are the only figures we have.  No-one in the 
insurance industry has said that the figures produced by APLA are wrong, manipulated or exaggerated; there is a 
wall of silence.  It is no good the parliamentary secretary pleading with us not to take the APLA figures at face 
value.   
I refer to the APLA public liability estimates for 1993-94, which show a surplus of $300 million in round figures 
from the amount collected in premiums and the amount paid out.  In the following year it was $412 million; in 
the next year $315 million; and in 2000-01 the surplus of collections over payments was $280 million.  The 
surplus in the 24-year period from 1977 until 2001 was $5.7 billion.  Is it not reasonable, in those circumstances, 
to ask why the insurers are asking the Parliaments of Australia for some reform so that they do not go broke?  It 
is nonsense.  Since when would a company go broke whose surplus in 2000-01, in particular in public liability 
insurance, was $280 million?  That is not an insignificant amount.  We are not talking about petty cash or change 
in one’s fob pocket; we are talking about a surplus of $280 million.  In the absence of any figures in defence of 
the private insurance industry, the Australian Plaintiff Lawyers Association figures tell me that we are being sold 
a pup.  I would be the first to agree, as I was in 1993-94 in respect of workers compensation, to look at the 
figures.  On that occasion, the figures showed that the profits made by self-insurers and the industry fell from 
$110 million in, let us say, 1988-89, to $8 million in 1992-93.  By anyone’s yardstick, a decrease in profit from 
$110 million to $8 million starts to bring one pretty close to the bone.  That is why we keep referring to workers 
compensation insurance in order that we do not go down the same path twice. 
Mr M. McGOWAN:  I thank the member for South Perth for his remarks.  In responding, I will quote from a 
second reading speech -  

This Bill introduces a $10 000 threshold/deductible for non-pecuniary damages up to an amount of 
$30 000 diminishing to zero for awards at $40 000.  It also caps non-pecuniary damages at $200 000.  
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Both the $10 000 threshold/deductible and $200 000 cap have been indexed to wage inflation.  The Bill 
seeks to reduce claim costs only in relation to non-pecuniary loss. 

It goes on further to say -  

As can be seen, the effect of these changes is to help balance the compensation system through 
amendments that will provide a financial benefit to a broad range of Western Australians and at the 
same time retain an affordable and equitable compulsory third party insurance system.  I commend the 
Bill to the House. 

That was the second reading speech of Hon R.F. Court, Premier and Treasurer of Western Australia, on 1 
December 1993.  It referred to provisions virtually identical to the ones in this Bill.  I will tell the House who 
voted for that.  The member for South Perth has been gracious enough to admit that he voted for it.  The speech 
that the Premier made at that stage was much less comprehensive than was my second reading speech on this 
issue.  In any event, the members who voted in favour of that Bill at that stage were the members for Cottesloe, 
Murdoch, Murray-Wellington, Darling Range, Hillarys, Dawesville, Moore, Warren-Blackwood, Avon, Stirling 
and, as I said before, South Perth.  Therefore, these provisions were supported by a substantial number of 
members of the Opposition eight years ago as a reasonable and balanced way of dealing with a very significant 
and important situation. 

As I outlined to the House last week, I believe the provisions have been reasonably successful.  If one compares 
the cost of motor vehicle insurance in the eastern States with that in Western Australia, the premiums imposed 
upon ordinary people who want to insure their vehicle are not just substantially but hugely different.  Western 
Australia has been successful in that area.  The Government has relied upon the advice of the Law Society of 
WA in this matter and the advice that every other State and Territory Government and the Commonwealth have 
relied upon in the Trowbridge report.  I dealt with that report in depth last week, although I admit that the 
member for South Perth was not in the House at that time.  I will quote from page 81 of the Trowbridge report in 
relation to the data that was provided -  

The five insurers providing the actuarial data analysed above also supplied detailed information on 
around 260 public liability bodily injury claims.  The sample was defined to include around 50 claims 
from each claim size band. 

We are satisfied that this sample is representative and has not been biased in some way by insurers . . .  

The Trowbridge report is the most comprehensive examination of the insurance industry and public liability 
claims in Australia of which anyone is aware, certainly in recent history.  No-one has been able to point out to 
me another report that is more relevant and more up to date than that one.  Western Australia is relying upon it, 
as is New South Wales, Victoria, the Commonwealth and our federal colleagues of the Opposition.  They are all 
relying upon it and urging the Western Australian Government to pass this Bill through the House.  I went over 
the details last week, but I will say to the member for South Perth once again that there have been major 
increases in claims.  We are suffering a major problem of people not being able to obtain insurance.  We have 
detailed figures upon which we are relying, including an analysis of this matter by the Australian Competition 
and Consumer Commission.  The Opposition, including the member for South Perth, supported provisions of 
this type eight years ago.  The Government urges the Opposition to support these very reasonable provisions in 
this case. 

Mr P.G. PENDAL:  The parliamentary secretary has put his finger on the pulse at last; however, I will tell him 
what the difference is.  He said that I was gracious enough to admit that I voted for the Bill.  It is not a question 
of being gracious; it is a matter of parliamentary record that I supported that legislation in 1993. 
Mr M. McGowan:  I thought you would like being called gracious.  Don’t you like being called gracious? 
Mr P.G. PENDAL:  I very much enjoy it.  I was saying that the parliamentary secretary was being unduly 
generous.  He is basically a pretty decent person, albeit that this Bill will put back his ministerial career a decade 
or two, I reckon. 
I will tell the parliamentary secretary the difference between what we were confronted with in 1993 and what the 
Government is confronted with today.  One situation was a crisis, according to the figures I have, and the other 
was not a crisis.  I repeat: when we changed the laws for workers compensation seven, eight or nine years ago, 
the position was that the profits made by the self-insurers and the insurance industry had plummeted to 
$8 million.  That meant they were sitting on the edge.  The profit in 1987-88 was $100 million, and in 1988-89 it 
was $110 million.  The profit level across the industry had decreased to a mere $8 million in 1992-93.  That tells 
me that there was a crisis.  The laws were changed, and in the two most recent financial years, 1999-2000 and 
2000-01, the profits jumped to $192 million and $298 million respectively.  Incidentally, that is a combined 
profit in those two years of something like $500 million.  I said rhetorically during the second reading debate 
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that maybe the time had come when premiums should drop, since profits had gone through the roof.  However, 
the difference between the situation the parliamentary secretary is defending today and the situation that existed 
when I voted for the workers compensation reductions was that eight years ago there was a crisis. 
Mr C.M. Brown:  There was not.  What a load of rubbish! 
Mr P.G. PENDAL:  I want the minister who has just re-entered the debate from the back bench to tell me that the 
figure of $8.7 million profit in 1992-93 is inaccurate.  There is a difference between the situation then, when we 
were going close to the bone, and now.  I am the first to admit that these figures are from the Australian Plaintiff 
Lawyers Association, but they are all we have to go on.  The position is that in 2000-01, the surplus in the public 
liability insurance industry was not $8 million, as it was with workers compensation nine years ago.  It was not 
even $90 million, or double that at $180 million; it was a $280 million surplus.  That is not a crisis.  Therefore, I 
come back to the original point that we raised: Western Australians are being asked to pay for the blow-outs 
elsewhere.  
In his response, the parliamentary secretary mentioned the good position that the Western Australian Insurance 
Commission is in.  I know that.  I rang the general manager a few days before I put my proposition to the 
Government that we allow the WAIC to expand its franchise to include community organisations.  I rang him 
because I wanted an understanding that the WAIC was not sailing close to the wind or going to the wall.  The 
WAIC web site, on which the minister puts so much reliance, tells its own story.  The WAIC is a success story.  
What it has done to get out of the bind caused by the previous Labor Government is nothing short of miraculous.  
All the people who work at the WAIC should be commended.  The WAIC is not the issue, and I am surprised 
that the minister has raised that.  Why are these provisions necessary when the surpluses for public liability 
insurance are very healthy?  

Mr M. McGOWAN:  I will deal with this issue very quickly.  I caution the member on relying on the figures 
provided by the Australian Plaintiff Lawyers Association.  APLA is a representative body of lawyers and it has 
an interest in this matter.  It does not come to this issue with an independent viewpoint.  The figures provided to 
the Government show that between 25 and 35 per cent of the costs for public liability insurance are for lawyers’ 
fees.  Up to 35 per cent of payouts go to lawyers and law firms.  APLA does not come to this issue as an 
unbiased, independent observer.  All evidence provided to us, including the Trowbridge and the Australian 
Competition and Consumer Commission reports, show that the insurance industry has made losses in this area 
over the past few years.  Statistics from the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority show that the losses in 
this area were in excess of $4 billion if the collapse of HIH Insurance is taken into account.  That has increased 
the losses, but they have been substantial.  

Mr P.G. Pendal:  The collapse of HIH has increased the losses by $3 billion.  

Mr M. McGOWAN:  Yes, it has.  There have been losses in this area.  I am not here to defend insurers.  They 
have often made poor decisions.  Our officers in the State Government have been unable to determine how the 
figures from which the member quoted earlier were arrived at.  When they were examined, it was found that they 
do not incorporate any of the overheads, which I referred to earlier, or any provision for future losses.   

Mr P.G. Pendal interjected.  

Mr M. McGOWAN:  The Bill will go to the upper House, which I am sure will further analyse it.  Every day for 
a month I have heard the Leader of the Opposition say that this matter should urgently proceed through the 
House, and the Government agrees with that.  We do not support the member for South Perth’s idea.  Numerous 
pages in the Trowbridge report show that the insurance industry has been in difficulty in this area, but not other 
areas.  That has resulted in the current situation in the general community, and that is what we are attempting to 
address.  We are not attempting to address this issue for the insurers, but in order to get insurers back into the 
marketplace and to provide some downward pressure on premiums.   

I have received some correspondence from insurance companies.  For example, the State Government Insurance 
Office has stated -  

In summary, we are viewing the reform programme as a positive step forward in bringing confidence 
back into the public liability insurance market and the reforms will, in my opinion, stabilise premium 
rates in the short term and, depending on the extent of their effectiveness, should lead to a reduction in 
premium rates as the actual experience emerges in WA. 

Mr P.G. Pendal:  Who said that? 

Mr M. McGOWAN:  Garry Moore, the State Manager of SGIO.  SGIO further stated -  

Reforms flowing from the review of the Law of Negligence are important initiatives in achieving a 
reduction in premium rates. 
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Mr P.G. Pendal:  That is a fair point.  The SGIO’s manager is telling you that he is confident that there will be a 
reduction in premiums.  Since the so-called reforms on workers compensation in 1993, has there been a 
reduction in workers compensation premiums?  

Mr M. McGOWAN:  The member raised that issue earlier.  I am not an expert on that matter and we are not 
currently discussing it.  The member obviously has views on that matter.  These reforms are similar to the Motor 
Vehicle (Third Party Insurance) Act reforms, which I know more about.  That experience has shown us that 
downward pressures have been placed on premiums, which is our aim under this Bill.  

Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  The Parliamentary Secretary to the Premier said that this Bill is based on the Motor 
Vehicle (Third Party Insurance) Act.  However, he has not provided the figures on which it is based.  It seems 
that these figures have been plucked out of the air.  I again ask the parliamentary secretary where these figures 
have come from.  Last week, when we considered the previous clause, the member for Peel asked the 
parliamentary secretary what was happening with the $12 000 reduction in payouts.  The member for Peel asked 
where the figures had come from to calculate the savings from not paying out the $12 000, but the parliamentary 
secretary was unable to provide an answer.  I also asked that question.  The parliamentary secretary was unable 
to provide the House with those figures or to state what difference it would make if those amounts were not paid 
out.  Now he has provided us with much higher amounts and he is telling us that the insurance companies have 
said that there is evidence.  The parliamentary secretary has referred to the Trowbridge report.  Where is the 
evidence?  Where are the tables?  Why will he not provide us with those facts?  How much money will be 
saved?  How much money will the insurance companies pocket?  How much money will be taken from the 
average consumer?  Why is the parliamentary secretary putting this proposal on the table if he does not know 
where the figures have come from?  He says that the Government has cajoled the insurance companies; however, 
I think it is the other way around.  The parliamentary secretary, who has carriage of this Bill, cannot give us 
those figures.   
I refer to the costings that the parliamentary secretary has provided today that relate to the difference between the 
threshold and the deductible amounts.  What will the difference in the deductible amounts be?  What will be the 
percentage of savings?  What percentage of savings will go to the insurance companies’ coffers as a result of this 
amendment?  
Mr M. McGOWAN:  I will answer this question one last time for the member for Alfred Cove.  
Dr J.M. Woollard:  You have not answered it yet.  
Mr M. McGOWAN:  I hope that the member is polite enough to allow me to answer it again.  The Trowbridge 
report states a number of times that claims for general damages below $20 000 account for between 10 and 20 
per cent of the cost of the system; that is, the entire cost of public liability.  It can be safely assumed that 10 to 20 
per cent of the costs are taken up by that part of the system.  
Evidence from the Insurance Commission of Western Australia shows that between 1992 and 1993 - the last year 
before the deductible was introduced with the support of the Liberal Party and the member for South Perth - 
there were 10 254 claims for motor vehicle accidents.  At that time there were 1 384 709 vehicles on the road.  
The frequency rate of claims was 0.74 per cent.  That is the percentage of claims in relation to the number of 
registered vehicles; that is, for every 200 vehicles on the road, about 1.5 vehicles were involved in a claim 
against the Insurance Commission of Western Australia.  In 2000-01 - the last year for which figures are 
available - there were 5 397 claims.  The number of registered vehicles on the road was 1 721 548.  The 
frequency rate of claims dropped from 0.74 per cent per 100 vehicles to 0.31 per cent per 100 vehicles.  
Therefore, there has been a reduction of over half the number of claims.  All these reductions were for claims at 
adjusted rates to current figures for amounts under $12 000.  
Mr P.G. Pendal interjected. 

Mr M. McGOWAN:  Obviously that is what will happen.  That was the system that the member for South Perth 
supported in 1993.  That has been the consequence of those changes.  What has happened is fairly plain.   
A million things could happen in the community.  We could have another September 11; we could have 10 
September 11s.  We could have cataclysms far bigger than that.  A tsunami could knock over the city.  Fires, 
storms, tempests and so on could happen.  Who knows what will happen to insurance premiums in the future.  
However, we are putting downward pressure on premiums.  That is the brief the Government has been given.  
That is what every State is doing.  That is what the Commonwealth is urging.  That is what the Opposition did in 
1993.  That is what we want to pass through this Parliament as soon as possible without this ongoing, repetitive 
debate.  
Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  The parliamentary secretary will not answer the question about the Civil Liability Bill.  
He keeps referring to the profits made from workers compensation premiums.  I remind the parliamentary 
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secretary that the payments for workers compensation premiums go to the Government, and then the 
Government makes the payouts.  Since that clause was introduced in 1993, the Government surplus has been in 
the region of $700 million.  However, that money goes to the Government, which means that it goes back into 
the public purse.  The Government has based this Bill on the previous Bill, which provided that the funds would 
go to the taxpayer.  However, this Bill provides that the funds will go to the insurance companies.  In eight years 
there was a profit of $700 million from workers compensation premiums.  What does the parliamentary secretary 
anticipate will happen under this Bill?  Does he expect that the insurance companies will receive a surplus to the 
tune of $700 million from community pockets?  Workers compensation profits went to the Government and, 
therefore, to the community for community purposes.  The parliamentary secretary has just said that for 
payments less than $20 000, he thinks it will be 10 to 20 per cent.  He should give us the full figures.  What 
amount of money will that be?  What will the amount be in money for this year, next year, the following year 
and the year after that?  How much money will the Government take from the average taxpayer and put into the 
profit margin of the insurance companies?  
Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The parliamentary secretary does not appear to wish to respond to the member 
for Alfred Cove.  A short while ago the member for South Perth said - I think he has said it previously - that 
perhaps it would be appropriate for this legislation to be referred to a committee.  We on this side have said - the 
parliamentary secretary is quite right in observing this - that we do not want to do anything to hold up any valid 
and worthwhile reform in the area of public liability insurance.  However, I would appreciate the parliamentary 
secretary’s advice on this matter, because there may be an opportunity to send this legislation to a committee and 
not hold it up.  I have asked this question before.  I would like to know whether this legislation, when it is passed 
through this House, will be accorded number one priority in the upper House?  The reason I say that is that other 
very important Bills still are not being dealt with in the upper House because the Government has other 
priorities.  We have now heard that the Government will introduce electoral change legislation in this House as 
well as legislation to give the President a vote in the upper House. 

Mr M. McGowan:  Is this relevant to this clause?   

Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The parliamentary secretary can seek the support of the Chair, but the point I 
am making with this clause is a point that he has raised; that is, he is reluctant for us to approach this clause in 
another way and delay it in this Chamber because he wants to get on and do the job.  If he can give us the 
assurance that this legislation will be dealt with as the number one priority when it reaches the upper House, he 
has a point.  If we send this legislation to a committee, we will bog it down.  On the other hand, if we rush 
through this legislation now and send it to the upper House and nothing happens with it for weeks and months, 
we may as well have sent it to a committee of this House and have done the job properly.  I stress that I do not 
want to hold up this legislation.  The Liberal Party is keen to pass through this Parliament any sort of public 
liability insurance reform possible.  We are still waiting for something to get through the Parliament.  The point 
is that if it could be done in such a way so as to address these concerns and not hold up the legislation, that might 
be a good thing.   

I have listened to the questions and answers about the profitability of insurance companies.  I am not sure what 
impact this clause will have on the profitability of insurance companies.  I draw the analogy with building 
indemnity insurance.  We know that the indemnity insurance industry in this State was profitable, unlike that in 
New South Wales and Victoria, and there were a number of reasons for that.  It would be interesting to know 
whether the profit figures that have been mentioned relate specifically to Western Australia.  As the 
parliamentary secretary has said, Western Australia is in a different situation.  It would be good to see some 
figures that relate specifically to this State.  I am very keen to explore the idea that maybe we can consider this 
issue in more detail without delaying the passage of the legislation through the Parliament.  

Mr M. McGOWAN:  It is a national market.  The Government does not have figures on the profitability of 
insurance companies in Western Australia.  The national figures in a general sense are contained within the 
Trowbridge report and have been commented on by the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, as I 
mentioned last week.  I will quote again from the most recent review conducted by the ACCC in September into 
insurance industry market pricing.  In the area of public liability, performance and outlook are very low and 
recent performance is very low.  It states -  

Very low indicates that the return on capital invested may be at an unsustainable level suggesting 
intervention to either increase premiums (perhaps selectively) or exit from the market.   

On the member’s question about the upper House, it sets its own priorities.  I would expect this Bill to be a very 
high priority for the upper House, which is at present dealing with significant pieces of legislation, one of which 
is the concerns of volunteers, which was passed through this House some time ago, and others of which are 
Treasury Bills.  The Government would like to see this Bill passed through this Chamber as quickly and as 
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cleanly as possible to give the upper House an incentive to deal with it as soon as possible and to simultaneously 
indicate to it the urgency with which we regard the matter. 
Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  The parliamentary secretary said that he does not have the figures for Western Australia, 
which means that I am hearing that the formula has been plucked out of thin air and put on the Table.  The 
parliamentary secretary who has the carriage of this Bill has absolutely no idea where the formula has come from 
and what effect it will have on the taxpayers of Western Australia.  He assures us that it will help the wider 
insurance industry and Australia, but he is unable to tell us the effect it will have on Western Australia.  I refer to 
the savings that were made in respect of workers compensation.  If some of the savings that it is anticipated will 
go into the insurance companies’ pockets were staying in Western Australia, maybe this Government would not 
be selling off community assets and breaking all the other promises it made when it came into government.  I am 
very upset.  The Government intends to sell Duncraig House, which is a community asset in my electorate.  It 
also intends to sell public open space and reserves, and land at Sunset Hospital and Scarborough Senior High 
School sites.  It is one thing after another.  The Government has not kept its promises about forests, health and 
education.   
The ACTING SPEAKER:  Order!  The member for Alfred Cove will bring her comments back to the Bill at 
hand.   
Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  This is a disgrace.  The community will hold this Government accountable for the 
disgrace, especially as the Government and the parliamentary secretary are not able to say where the clause came 
from at the last minute, whose suggestion it was, where the profits will go and what the cost will be for the 
average taxpayer.  The Labor Party is meant to be representing the people.  My goodness, the sooner the next 
election comes around, the better.   
Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The Liberal Party will not be opposing this clause, but the points raised by the 
member for Alfred Cove are well worth putting on the record.  We have had a lot of debate around these matters.  
When the member for Merredin was here, he reiterated some of these matters, as has the member for South 
Perth.  When two major political parties, the Liberal Party and the National Party, and Independent members are 
all saying that they have not been given enough information to assess legislation, the Government must look in 
its own backyard and ask itself whether there is a point and whether it should have done some actuarial work 
specific to Western Australia.  We in the Liberal Party are lucky.  We have colleagues in the upper House.  We 
know that we have another bite of the cherry to get this matter reviewed and try to prise further information out 
of the Government.  A number of times in the past couple of years in this Chamber, the Government has said that 
it is not prepared to send complex legislation off to committees.  Even if we wanted to send this Bill to a 
committee of this House, I do not believe that we would have a snowball’s chance in hell of achieving that.  All 
that would happen is that the parliamentary secretary would bash me around the ears and say that we are 
delaying this vitally important piece of legislation, when we all know that when it gets to the upper House, it will 
join the logjam there as that Chamber debates prostitution legislation, electoral change legislation or whatever is 
the flavour of the month for the Labor Party in the upper House at the time.  We will not stand in the way of the 
passage of this legislation.  However, in the meantime, I will be talking to my counterparts in the upper House.  
We will do some work to pursue the figures referred to by a number of members in this Chamber.  I ask the 
parliamentary secretary to ensure that his counterpart in the upper House is fully informed of our concerns before 
this matter gets there.  The upper House very often operates differently from this House.  It has a very different 
mix and flavour.  I counsel the parliamentary secretary to ensure that as much information as possible is 
provided, otherwise it is highly likely that the other Chamber may send this Bill to a committee.  That would not 
be the fault of the Liberal Party, the members for South Perth and Alfred Cove or anyone like that; it would be a 
totally different matter.  Members on this side of the House are very keen to see changes made to public liability 
insurance.  We are fortunate in that we have the luxury of having colleagues in the upper House to review the 
legislation there, which obviously the Independents do not.  I do not envy them their position.  At this stage, we 
will not stand in the way of progressing this clause to be dealt with by the other Chamber.  However, my firm 
warning to the parliamentary secretary is to expect continued and detailed assessment of the impact of this 
clause. 

Amendment put and a division taken with the following result - 
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Ayes (38) 

Mr R.A. Ainsworth Mrs C.L. Edwardes Ms A.J. MacTiernan Mr P.D. Omodei 
Mr P.W. Andrews Dr J.M. Edwards Mr J.A. McGinty Mr J.R. Quigley 
Mr C.J. Barnett Dr G.I. Gallop Mr M. McGowan Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan 
Mr M.J. Birney Mr B.J. Grylls Ms S.M. McHale Mr D.A. Templeman 
Mr M.F. Board Mrs D.J. Guise Mr W.J. McNee Mr M.W. Trenorden 
Mr J.J.M. Bowler Mr M.G. House Mr A.D. McRae Ms S.E. Walker 
Mr C.M. Brown Mr J.N. Hyde Mr N.R. Marlborough Mr P.B. Watson 
Mr J.H.D. Day Mr R.F. Johnson Mrs C.A. Martin Mr M.P. Murray (Teller) 
Mr A.J. Dean Mr J.C. Kobelke Mr B.K. Masters  
Mr J.B. D’Orazio Mr R.C. Kucera Mr A.P. O’Gorman  

Noes (3) 

Dr E. Constable  Mr P.G. Pendal  Dr J.M. Woollard (Teller)  

Amendment thus passed. 

Clause, as amended, put and passed. 

Clause 10:  Amount A - 
Mr M. McGOWAN:  I move -  

Page 5, lines 22 to 27 - To delete the lines and substitute the following -  

10. Amount A and Amount C 
(1) For the financial year ending on 30 June 2003 -  

(a) Amount A is $12 000; and 

(b) Amount C is $36 500. 

(2) For any other financial year -  

(a) Amount A is obtained by varying Amount A for the preceding 
financial year according to section 4; and 

(b) Amount C is obtained by varying Amount C for the preceding 
financial year according to section 4. 

Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  It is clear that this amendment flows from the amendment to the previous 
clause, but it would be nice for the mover of the amendment to put at least something on the record about the 
reasons for it.  

Mr M. McGOWAN:  I thank the member for Mitchell for his comment.  This amendment is to give effect to 
what we have discussed in the debate today and the other night about the threshold becoming a deductible.  This 
amendment will put in place a mechanism for the deductible to cut out at a certain rate, and a rate that will apply 
when this Bill is brought into effect.  We must put in place a mechanism for the deductible to be increased.  As 
the consumer price index increases, there will be a requirement for the deductible to also increase.  A moment 
ago I quoted from the speech of Hon Richard Court, a former Premier of Western Australia - 

Mr P.G. Pendal:  I bet that will set you back five or 10 years!  

Mr M. McGOWAN:  It is interesting -  

Mr P.G. Pendal interjected.  

Mr M. McGOWAN:  I was not here.  I have claimed to not be here, and the record will show that I was not.  I 
claimed that, and it was true.  The amendment is essentially reflecting the requirement that we must put in place 
a mechanism for the deductible to be increased over time.  

Amendment put and passed.  
Mr M. McGOWAN:  I move -  

Page 6, line 3 - To delete “amount that is Amount A” and substitute the following -  

amounts that are Amount A and Amount C 

Amendment put and passed. 
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Mr M. McGOWAN:  I move -  

Page 6, line 7 - To insert after “Amount A” the words “or Amount C”. 

Amendment put passed.  

Clause, as amended, put and passed. 

Clauses 11 to 15 put and passed.  

Clause 16:  Meanings of terms used in this Part - 
Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  We received an extensive briefing about this matter from the parliamentary 
secretary’s officers.  After talking with some people in the industry, I have been left with the opinion that this 
legislation may still contain some loopholes.  However, I will not go into that in detail.   

The definition of printed publication includes “a newspaper, magazine, journal, periodical, or directory”.  Can 
the parliamentary secretary clarify how national magazines will be affected?  I refer to national magazines which 
might be printed in another State and distributed in Western Australia or for which different editions are 
produced for each State.  

Mr M. McGOWAN:  I thank the member for Mitchell for the question.  The member has raised a good point.  
There are many national magazines, newspapers, journals, periodicals and directories.  This part of the Bill will 
apply to national magazines and newspapers and so forth only with regard to advertising for services in Western 
Australia.  This part of the Bill is sensible and reasonable and will have widespread public support.  The 
intention of this part of the Bill is to return to the situation that existed a couple of years ago when the rules laid 
down by the Law Society of Western Australia and the Legal Practice Board precluded lawyers from engaging in 
certain types of advertising and from touting for business.  Those rules were put in place for good public policy 
reasons to protect the standing, efficacy and general appearance of the legal profession.  In recent years we had 
had some appalling advertisements, particularly on television, by law firms advertising for public liability 
clients. 

Mr P.G. Pendal:  What do you mean? 

Mr M. McGOWAN:  I am glad the member for South Perth asked that question.  I will not name the firm, but 
one law firm has been advertising constantly on television by parading a particular gentleman who keeps getting 
knocked over and beaten up and progressively has more and more bandages put on him - a bit like the member 
for South Perth’s history in the Liberal Party -  

Mr P.G. Pendal:  I was the person in the advertisement! 

Mr M. McGOWAN:  He looks a lot like the member for South Perth, although not as distinguished, which is 
something the member for South Perth has over virtually every other member in this House, except perhaps the 
member for Moore.  That advertisement was demeaning to that individual, who as I recall may have been from a 
minority race background.  It was certainly demeaning to the profession.  Virtually every lawyer and member of 
the general community to whom I have spoken about that advertisement thought it was appalling.  This part of 
the Bill has widespread acceptance in the legal profession.  The profession wrote to us about its concern that one 
of these provisions may preclude people who work in community legal centres, unions or citizens advice bureaus 
from providing the names of lawyers to people who have suffered an injury.  That was obviously never the 
intention of the Bill.  We have, therefore, amended the Bill to reflect the concerns of the Law Society, 
UnionsWA and other groups about this provision.  We have listened to the profession, the unions and the general 
community.  

Mr P.G. PENDAL:  I understand that this part will amount to a prohibition on television advertising.  That is an 
overkill.  I agree with most of the remarks made by the parliamentary secretary.  In fact, it would not be unfair to 
say that the advertisement to which he referred is tacky; and if it does not bring the profession into disrepute, it 
probably lowers the tone of the profession in a way that is not warranted.  However, rather than have a complete 
prohibition on advertising, it should not be beyond the wit of the Law Society or legal practitioners to come up 
with something that, if necessary, we can enshrine in legislation, and that will still allow some form of 
advertising by the legal profession.  I do not have a big problem with lawyers or other professionals having 
access to advertising, particularly as it relates to the speciality that they offer.  Most consumers are bewildered.  
We already have a form of advertising; that is, by word of mouth.  That form of advertising is almost as overt as 
a television or newspaper advertisement.  In a day and age when we are seeking to reduce the amount of 
regulation of the profession and trades, I believe this is a retrograde step.  I can understand why the Government 
wants to go down this track.  However, I believe the solution lies in finding ways to weed out or eliminate the 
tackiness and still allow the legal profession to continue to have to access to advertising.  We could widen this 
part to a range of other professional groups.  In the end, the consumers, patients or clients would be the 
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beneficiaries, because they would know to whom they could turn in a time of need.  Recently I have had 
occasion as a dweller in a strata-titled complex in South Perth to try to track down a good strata title lawyer to 
whom my corporate body could turn.  However, every official body and authority to which we have gone has 
had a complete reticence to recommend, suggest, hint at or point us in the right direction.  It is absurd, in a day 
and age when people probably already have information overload, that we are trying to restrict the flow of 
information to consumers.  I believe the Government has fallen short in this clause and will have to revisit this 
matter in the days ahead. 

Mr M. McGOWAN:  This provision is mirrored in the Queensland legislation and is virtually mirrored in the 
New South Wales legislation; the other States are legislating along similar lines.  There has been a major 
problem in New South Wales with this sort of advertising.  Anyone who has watched any American movie or 
been to America will know that this sort of advertising is rife in America.  Various reports indicate that this type 
of advertising has been a factor in the blow-out in litigation in this area.  This type of advertising has also 
demeaned the profession and individuals who have been injured.  That is the reason behind this provision.  It is 
not a prohibition on all advertising of legal services.  It is a prohibition on television advertising by lawyers who 
practise in the area of compensation or damages for personal injury under clause 17(1).  It relates only to that 
area of the law.  Further provisions restrict touting at the scene of accidents and in hospital waiting rooms and so 
forth.  Lawyers will still be able to advertise in newspapers, provided the advertising contains only certain basic 
information.  It is not a general restriction on advertising.   

I have considered the 1992-93 High Court case on political advertising.  That case referred to an attempted 
restriction by the Commonwealth Government on advertising for political purposes by electronic means.  It was 
designed to try to stop the blow-out in funding problems suffered by major political parties by restricting their 
advertising in the most expensive way possible.  Unfortunately, it was struck down by the High Court as being 
contrary to the freedom of speech.  My advice is that that case specifically related to the implied right to freedom 
of political expression in the Commonwealth Constitution.  That was a different situation from the one that exists 
here.  I thank the member for his thoughts.  I may have answered the member’s question about the restriction on 
television advertising for personal injury services. 

Dr J.M. WOOLLARD: Clause 16 states in part - 

“publish” means - 

(a) to include in a printed publication;  

Clause 17 also refers to the advertising of legal services.  The phrase not being allowed “to include in a printed 
publication” means that lawyers would not be able to state even in the paperwork they have in their offices that 
they can provide these services.  I know this is an attempt by the Labor Party to pull lawyers back into line, 
because the parliamentary secretary said that 30 to 35 per cent of these payments are for lawyers’ fees.  This is 
ridiculous.  It follows from earlier this year when the Labor Party printed regulations pursuant to the 
Conservation and Land Management Act.  Those regulations basically imply that someone cannot even walk 
into a forest with a copy of the Bible.  The word “publish” in this context is taken to mean that a lawyer could 
not put on his paperwork anything about personal injury as a service, which he or she can provide to potential 
clients.  This should be reviewed. 

Mr M. McGOWAN:  Where did the member for Alfred Cove hear that?  Who advised the member of that? 

Dr J.M. Woollard:  I will listen to your response - 

Mr M. McGOWAN:  The member can let me know by way of interjection. 

Dr J.M. Woollard:  I am quite happy to listen to the parliamentary secretary’s explanation, which differs from the 
advice I have been given. 

Mr M. McGOWAN:  Where did the member get that advice? 

Mr P.G. Pendal:  Clearly the member does not want to disclose.  That advice could have come out of your office 
in Rockingham. 

Mr M. McGOWAN:  If the member is not prepared to tell me where she heard that information, I will just 
answer her question.  There is no restriction on lawyers putting the nature of their business on their letterhead 
being sent to clients.  There is an exemption for that sort of written material.  Clause 18(1) contains various 
exemptions for allowed publications.  The member should not believe the hype she is told about this area.  It is 
merely directed at television advertising and ensuring that advertising in printed material is reasonable and 
contains the basic information about the area in which people are practising. 
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Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  Under clause 16, printed publication includes a newspaper, magazine, journal, 
periodical or directory.  Lawyers often have a directory of services that they are able to provide.  The word 
“publish” means to include in a printed publication.  How will they be able to advertise their services? 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I will go through the Bill for the benefit of the member for Alfred Cove.  Subclause (2) of 
clause 17, which refers to restriction on advertising legal services relating to personal injury, states - 

A legal practitioner or a person acting for a legal practitioner does not contravene subsection (1) - 

In other words, does not infringe this provision - 

only because of - 

(a) a statement made - 

(i) to a person who is already a client of the legal practitioner or in an 
agreement under the Legal Practitioners Act 1893 section 59;  

(ii) to a person at the legal practitioner’s place of business; or 

(iii) under an order by a court; 

or  

(b) a statement made on the legal practitioner’s internet website that is limited to 
statements about - 

(i) the operation of the law of negligence and a person’s legal rights under that 
law; and 

(ii) the conditions under which the legal practitioner is prepared to provide 
personal injury services. 

Clause 17(2) basically allows for lawyers to write to their clients about the services they provide, to provide 
advice in their place of business - their offices or chambers - and about the sorts of services they offer; for 
example, personal liability services.  The member will note that clause 18 , Allowed publication, states - 

(1) . . . the publication of a statement that states only the name of a legal practitioner or a firm of 
legal practitioners and the contact details of the legal practitioner or firm, with or without 
information as to any area of practice, speciality, or accreditation, of the legal practitioner or 
firm, is allowed if it is - 

(a) in a printed publication; 

(b) by publishing on an internet website . . .  

It continues - 

(e) in a printed document gratuitously sent or delivered to any person or thrown or left on 
premises occupied by any person or left on a vehicle;  

A person can provide details about the services he might provide in the area of personal liability or negligence 
or, if he is a lawyer, in the circumstances outlined in clause 17(2). 

Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  In view of what the parliamentary secretary just said, clause 16(f) states - 

to include in a document gratuitously sent or delivered to any person . . .  

Could that document include a letter? 

Mr M. McGOWAN:  The best advice I have is that it could include a letter, but that letter would be restricted, 
pursuant to clause 18, to the name of the legal practitioner or firm, contact details of the legal practitioner or 
firm, and any area of practice, specialty or accreditation of the legal practitioner or firm.  It could include a letter 
in those circumstances. 

Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  If I were to make an inquiry of a lawyer and say, “Will you send me some 
details; I am interested in using your services?” can the lawyer write back to me and say, “These are the services 
I provide; I am a specialist in this area”, and so on.  I understand we are really talking about two clauses.  Can 
the lawyer, in that letter sent to me gratuitously say that his or her services are for free? 

Mr M. McGOWAN:  Clause 17(2) contains a provision that allows a legal practitioner, or a person acting for a 
legal practitioner, to make a statement to a person who is already a client of the legal practitioner or in an 
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agreement under the Legal Practitioners Act 1893.  Therefore, if a person has invited that sort of comment, that 
person will come under clause 17(2). 

Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I want to get this clear because it is very important that it be made clear.  I will 
give an example.  The parliamentary secretary is a lawyer and I am not his client.  However, someone says that 
since the member for Rockingham lost his seat at the last election and went back to law, he has become really 
good in this area.  I then ask him to send me a letter, and in that letter he states that his services will be provided 
free of charge unless there is a win.  I wonder whether that is quite kosher.  Is it appropriate?   

Mr M. McGOWAN:  The circumstances to which the member for Mitchell has alluded are speculative and I 
suspect would not come to pass.  However, let us say that in some extreme event those circumstances did come 
to pass.  In that event, it would be an allowed publication under clause 18 of the Bill, which provides an 
exemption from that restriction contained in clause 17(1).   

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 17 and 18 put and passed. 
Clause 19:  Prohibition on touting at scene of incidents or at any time - 

Mr M. McGOWAN:  I move - 

Page 14, line 26 - To delete the line and substitute the following -  

allegedly suffered personal injury, a person having contact whose contact directly involves -  

 (a) the treatment or management of the injury or its physical, psychiatric, or 
psychological consequences; or 

 (b) the provision of administrative or other support to a person whose contact directly 
involves anything referred to in paragraph (a), 

must 

Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I think the parliamentary secretary knows what I am going to ask.  Perhaps he 
could give a brief explanation of the amendment. 
Mr M. McGOWAN:  The intention of the original provision that we have just deleted was to prevent an 
individual or a lawyer from advertising in circumstances that people would generally regard as abhorrent.  Those 
circumstances might include advertising in a hospital waiting room, by an ambulance or at the scene of an 
accident.  It has come to our attention that in some parts of America, and in New South Wales at times, there 
have been cases of lawyers monitoring radio traffic to determine where an accident may have taken place, and 
sending people to distribute their cards and trying to get people signed up to their firm in relation to any personal 
injuries they may have suffered.  Most people would regard that as abhorrent.  We would not like ambulance 
chasing to develop in Western Australia.  As a consequence, we want to insert this provision in the Bill.  It is 
similar to that in New South Wales and Queensland.   
There was a difficulty, though, that was outlined to us by the Law Society of WA, which said - 

Of particular concern to the Society is the potential effect of Clause 19(3) - 
That is, as it originally stood - 

on both our own public access operations and those of other organisations which provide legal referral 
services. 

Clause 19(3) creates a penalty of $10,000 for persons giving advice on the name, address and telephone 
number of legal firms and legal practitioners to injured persons.  This clause would mean that the 
Society, Legal Aid, the community legal sector, including for example the Citizens Advice Bureau, and, 
in some cases, government departments would be potentially in breach of the Act for simply carrying 
out a legitimate public service.  All of these organisations provide referral services to the public in 
response to queries from the public.  In no way can these services be described as advertising or touting. 

The Law Society went on to say that those organisations do not receive payment or the like for providing those 
sorts of services.  The Government accepted the advice provided by the Law Society.  That was an unintentional 
consequence of the drafting of the Bill.  Therefore, we have inserted provisions to ensure that people can receive 
information on the provision of legal advice from those organisations outlined in the Law Society’s letter, such 
as community legal aid centres, the Law Society, the Citizens Advice Bureau of WA and the like.  That is the 
intention of that provision of the Bill and of the amendment that I have moved. 
Amendment put and passed. 
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Mr M. McGOWAN:  I move - 

Page 14, line 29 - To insert after “subsection (4)” the following -  

except if subsection (5) allows the information to be given 
Amendment put and passed. 
Mr M. McGOWAN:  I move - 
Page 15, after line 6 - To insert the following -  

 (5) Information described in subsection (4) may be given as described in subsection (3) 
if -  

 (a) the information is given while simultaneously giving similar information 
about, or about an employee or agent of, each of at least 3 competing legal 
practitioners or firms; or 

 (b) the information is given on behalf of an association in order to help a person 
to make use of an arrangement that the association has, as a service to its 
members, made with a particular legal practitioner or firm of legal 
practitioners. 

(6) When counting how many competing legal practitioners or firms there are for the 
purposes of subsection (5)(a), 2 or more legal practitioners who are members of the 
same firm count as one. 

Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  A lot of words are on the Notice Paper and they could perhaps do with some 
explanation. 
Mr M. McGOWAN:  The intention of this amendment is again to reflect the advice provided to us by the Law 
Society; that is, to fix an unintended consequence of the Bill.  It will ensure that organisations such as HBF, 
which might provide legal advice to its members - various health insurance funds provide that service - are able 
to provide that service in a structured way.  We consulted with the Law Society of WA regarding the provision 
of that advice.  It was happy with the drafting as provided by Crown Law.  That is the intention of this 
amendment.   
Amendment put and passed. 
Clause, as amended, put and passed. 
Clauses 20 to 22 put and passed. 
Title put and passed. 
 


